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Imagine the following scenario
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Inherent Uncertainties

• Unknown aspects in a specific situation


• Location, direction


• Sensor values


• Imperfect knowledge


• Problems when deciding what to do next
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Human notion when dealing with uncertainty

• We can use resources to gain knowledge


• We take our surroundings into account


• We can trade off between mutiple objectives - all the time


• But: Our reasoning might not be perfect
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So how do autonomous systems deal with 
uncertainty?

• Use Sensors/Services, reasoning


• Usually: If there’s a sensor, we use it!  
We love data!


• Actions to reduce uncertainty, with 
cost!
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ABSTRACT
Self-adaptive systems depend on models of themselves and their
environment to decide whether and how to adapt, but these models
are often affected by uncertainty. While current adaptation decision
approaches are able to model and reason about this uncertainty,
they do not consider ways to reduce it. This presents an opportunity
for improving decision-making in self-adaptive systems, because
reducing uncertainty results in a better characterization of the cur-
rent and future states of the system and the environment (at some
cost), which in turn supports making better adaptation decisions.
We propose uncertainty reduction as the natural next step in un-
certainty management in the field of self-adaptive systems. This
requires both an approach to decide when to reduce uncertainty,
and a catalog of tactics to reduce different kinds of uncertainty. We
present an example of such a decision, examples of uncertainty
reduction tactics, and describe how uncertainty reduction requires
changes to the different activities in the typical self-adaptation loop.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The software-intensive systems that our society relies on are in-
creasingly expected to satisfy their functional and extra-functional
requirements under changing conditions in the systems and in
their environments, including fluctuations in user demand and re-
source availability, component failures, and the presence of cyber
adversaries. Given the scale of modern systems and the fast pace at
which run-time conditions change, it is not viable to rely mainly on
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humans to reconfigure systems to maintain optimal performance.
In safety-critical domains, such as unmanned vehicles operating
in remote areas and unmanned spacecrafts, reliance on humans is
not even an option. Self-adaptation is an approach to deal with this
problem by engineering a system with the ability to monitor its
own state and the state of its environment, and to autonomously
change its structure and behavior to operate as well as possible
with respect to a defined goal in the presence of run-time changing
conditions.

A self-adaptive system cannot make arbitrary changes to itself,
but instead uses a repertoire of adaptation tactics—action primitives
that change the system leaving it in a consistent state [13] (e.g.,
instantiating a new server, lowering the fidelity of a computation, or
turning a sensor off). In order to decide whether to adapt and how
to do it (i.e., which adaptation tactics to use), self-adaptive systems
depend on models of themselves and their environment. These
models are often affected by uncertainty that stems from different
factors [14, 35]. Two important classes of uncertainty are those
due to variability or and lack of knowledge [14]. The former, also
known as aleatory uncertainty, is due to randomness, whereas the
latter, epistemic uncertainty, is due to the lack of knowledge about
the state of the system (or environment) and not due to variability.

As previous research has shown, explicitly taking uncertainty
into account improves the effectiveness of self-adaptation [5, 11, 14].
For example, consider a system that must keep a parameter below
a threshold. If it uses a simple point estimate of that parameter
(e.g., the mean of the observations) to decide whether to adapt,
and that point estimate is below the threshold, the system would
decide not to adapt. On the other hand, using a confidence interval
to characterize the uncertainty of that estimate could help the
system determine that it is possible that the parameter is above
the threshold even if the point estimate is not, thus potentially
prompting an adaptation.

While current adaptation decision approaches are able to model
and reason about the uncertainty associated with a system and its
environment, they do not consider ways to reduce uncertainty. In
some cases, that is simply not possible because the uncertainty is
irreducible (e.g., due to an action controlled by an external entity
for which there is no model), but in other cases, the uncertainty
is reducible because it is about things that are knowable but are
unknown at a given time (e.g., a ping to a server can reduce the
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Uncertainty Reduction Controllers (URC)

• Uncertainty Reduction as a first class 
citizen


• Seperation of concerns
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Controllers?!
• Decide which action to take in a particular scenario
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Controllers

• Mathematical function f: Scenarios -> Actions


• f1(scenario) = A


• f2(scenario) = B


• Compare f1 and f2
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Discrete Robot Navigation
• Mission: reach destination 


• Static Obstacles


• Position on the map


• Imperfect Move N, E, S, W


• Estimate about position


• Objectives: reach destination, low 
cost
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URC for the Robot

• When should the robot use  
localisation-service?  
Which frequency?


• Based on estimated position


• Adapt frequency!
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How do we derive a URC?

• Synthesis at design time


• Assumptions: 


• System with services and belief 


• Formal model (Markov chain) with ground truth and objectives


• Explorative search of solution space with EvoChecker
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Pareto-front of solutions
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